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Abstract
This research aims at development of Participatory Evacuation Map Making (PEMM) for Kotagede, Yogyakarta – Indonesia. The research area is one of an important cultural heritage sites in Indonesia which is subjected towards earthquake hazard. The preliminary observation revealed that the area is a densely populated area, which characterized by dense wooden building structure, narrow street and minimum information of evacuation route which increase their vulnerability potentials. This leads to the idea of developing the PEMM to improve their awareness and preparedness during disaster events and creates sustainable condition for local livelihood security. The method develops within this research is actually a lesson learn from Ritsumeikan University, that has developed CSR for integration disaster management into heritage sites at Kyoto Prefecture. Their CSR covers several activities such as developing disaster information via vending machine and tourism map. Since Yogyakarta and Kyoto are engaged in “Sister City Development Program”, hereafter Universitas Gadjah Mada tries to do similar thing. Map making is an alternative prior to community experience in map making is rather frequent compare to vending machine habit. The preliminary finding of this research indicates that the Kotagede community has been involved in several map making activity, such as “Green Map” and “Rehabilitation Sites Map”. However, they have not yet any experience to create any map which includes information such as evacuation route, fire extinguisher, shelter information center and important meeting points. An improved critics from this research is to include meeting points level. As we all aware off, each meeting point have significant carrying capacity, thereby in the future a research on similar topics should add level and or category of meeting points. This is an important steppingstone for the research to conduct further research.
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Introduction

Historically, Yogyakarta, Indonesia has experienced tremendous effects of natural disasters. Herein, Yogyakarta has played an important role in developing partnership geared to disaster risk reduction programs due to given geographic and geomorphologic setting which are prone towards several natural hazards, such as earthquake, landslide, volcanic eruption, flood, drought and tsunami. Kotagede contain the remains of the first capital of Mataram Sultanate, established in the 16th century. The remaining heritages are old palace, old royal cemetery, royal mosque, and defensive walls and moats. Indonesia has experienced “tourism booming” at the beginning of 1970s and it has brought positive influence for Kotagede. A number of old houses were developed as a craft showroom and restaurants for more cultural scenic. Ruins are preserved, together with its cultural activities. Home industry offers more than showroom, it also equips with workshop trip and courtesy of having direct lesson to do “silver crafting”, “handcraft batik” and many more. Today, Kotagede is still considered the site of origin with supernatural power being the focus of ancestral blessings and prosperity. During the May 2006 Java earthquake, many old buildings were destroyed and directly revitalized through Pusaka Jogja Bangkit! (“Yogyakarta Heritage Revival!”) program, carried out by Jogja Heritage Society, the Center for Heritage Conservation, Department of Architecture and Planning at Gajah Mada University, the Indonesian Network for Heritage Conservation, ICOMOS Indonesia, and other supporting institutions including the local community.

Administratively, the urban heritage is located among two sub districts (kecamatan) of Kotagede and Banguntapan, whereas Kotagede to Yogyakarta Municipality whilst Banguntapan have its place in Bantul Districts. Coincide among two administrative boundaries causes some overlapping in terms of disaster management program implementation. The research area is subjected as medium to high physically vulnerable area (Hizbaron, et al., 2012). The physical vulnerability term in here refers to settlement unit as element at risk (object observed) in vulnerability assessment. Thereby we can conclude that in terms of settlement characteristics, this area is moderately vulnerable.

This research specifically observes effective evacuation mechanism within urban heritage sites in Kotagede, Yogyakarta area. The idea is to introduce “Corporate Social Responsibility” (CSR) for disaster management especially in urban heritage sites, as demonstrated by Ritsumeikan University in Kyoto Prefecture. The CSR covers several activities such as developing disaster information via vending machine and tourism map. An additional reference is a research carried out in Kyoto to assess disaster risk and road network improvement at historical city (Ahn et al., 2011), local perception towards disaster (Hardoyo, 2013; Sunarto and Marfai, 2012), fire hazard evacuation perception (Sagala et al., 2014) and local perception towards landslide hazard (Setiawan and Hizbaron, 2014).

Universitas Gadjah Mada has invested numerous activity programs to improve community based disaster risk reduction (CBDRR) in Kotagede area,
such as CBDRR for rehabilitation program of *rumah joglo* (traditional house) as one of cultural heritage objects, CBDRR program to revitalize home industry (silver, puppet, tradition food, etc) as pivotal role towards local livelihood etc. Since Yogyakarta and Kyoto are engaged in “Sister City Development Program”, hereafter Universitas Gadjah Mada tries to do similar thing using participatory evacuation map mapping. Map making is an alternative prior to community experience in generating spatial information which is rather frequent compares to vending machine habit. The map making provides more applicable praxis to Kotagede, compares to vending machine utilization. The local habit is not into vending machine, and to add, Kotagede is not preferable provide information through vending machine since it should be accommodated with wider space, while the existing condition in the research area are mostly narrow alleys. Derived from previous data, the last 2006 earthquake occurrence had impacted 5,760 death tolls, 102,234 injured people, 2,020,788 refugees, 302,868 unit houses destructed (non habitable), 252,909 unit houses destructed (habitable) which traditional houses were also included. Based upon actual condition, there is increasing need towards better preparedness towards disaster occurrence either in Yogyakarta and Kotagede in specific. The preparedness includes any activity carried out within short period to disaster occurrence, i.e. evacuation modes (UNIDR, 2005).

Tourism is definitely sector at risk during disaster. Tourism activities in urban heritage site attracts tourist, whom have limited spatial information about the area. Thereby, an additional spatial information during emergency situation would be perfect for local support. Urban heritage offers social cultural scenic, via architecture characteristics, local livelihood, social setting etc. In some cases, urban heritage located in hazardous area and it congruent to volatile built up environmental setting (Cioccio & Michael, 2007). This is definitly the case of Kotagede, which exposes to seismic activities and its collateral hazard, such as fire. As for this case, not much publication can be referred, except those given by case study of fire in Bandung settlements (Sagal et al., 2014). This surely put some of the built up environment i.e. cultural heritage site, infrastructure network, low-medium scale home industry of silver, leather and traditional food stalls as element at risks. The previous research has revealed that Kotagede poses medium to high physical vulnerability (Hizbaron, et al., 2012). Figure 1 demonstrates darker shades as area with higher physical vulnerability (observed objects were buildings). In fact, without hazard potential, the remaining heritage objects, such as traditional houses, museum, art-work, ancient mosque, and ancient palace are already in critical condition due to threatening ages. Accordingly, these critically valuable objects are facing normal threat (age or time) and sudden threat from natural hazard. These valuable objects are located among narrow street, surrounded by high concrete wall and constructed from wooden-concrete material (Figure 2). These ancient buildings are compacted together with dense settlement unit, thereby, it can not be modified easily. Any built up environment modification possibly relates to direct social economic change. This research believes that Kotagede is not merely physically vulnerable, but also socially and economically vulnerable.

![Figure 2](image-url) Traditional wooden house and high-ranked house in narrow street. (a) Traditional upper middle class house material from concrete brick house; (b) Traditional medium to low income group house material material wooden house; (c) Traditional housing unit with very narrow street to exit and to get in; (d) Traditional high brick wall which escalates disaster impact.
Tourists are welcomed to stroll down narrow streets and to document its unique architectural setting. This touristic attraction is similar to those offered in Venice, Italy, whereas tourist predominantly walk along narrow streets and socially involves within rapid dwelling system. Consequently, during emergency situation there will be slow evacuation modes, which increase severity of local dwellers and tourists to survive from any disaster occurrences.

Hereafter, the built up environment along Kotagede area provides a very interesting case study for evacuation mechanism. A growing intension towards disaster management especially during crisis or emergency phase into tourism industry is followed with limited contribution of theoretical construction (Ritchie, 2004; European Parliament, 2007). Thereby, this research adopts fundamental theory of CSR and CBDRR to be implemented in the research area. The basic idea on evacuation mechanism should considers local perception towards information, visualization, communication, and participation methods. Previous research has indicated that community mapping is a strong points for Kotagede, since local stakeholder have very good kinship, culturally bounded and strongly engaged within economic activities.

Research Method

Research into urban heritage protection has mainly focused on preservation and protection towards classic periodic threat. However, few studies have given attention to other possible threat, such as sudden natural threat and more specifically to colliding social interest within the urban heritage sites. In most cases, these different threats entitled for different management system. Leitmann (2007) has analyzed post disaster response in Indonesia using two cases from major scale disaster occurred in Aceh last 2004 and medium scale disaster occurred in Yogyakarta last 2006 and found that Indonesia should initiatively incorporates pre-disaster action i.e. prevention and preparedness and not just highlight post disaster action i.e. rehabilitation and reconstruction. The prevention and preparedness includes 1) an accurate analysis of hazard and vulnerability population; 2) formulation of disaster preparedness and response plan and 3) communicating prevention and preparedness to public and key decision makers (Leitmann, 2007).

A study by Mileti & Gailus (2005) add that pre-disaster plan or mitigation plan supposes to embed within social value as collective design also highlight that the mechanism should not merely rely upon technical or structural design (Mileti & Gailus, 2005). The idea is actually in line with previous studies by Pearce (2003; 2005) and O’Brien et al. (2010) which put highlight to strengthen social learning for effective prevention, preparedness and mitigation process (Pearce, 2003; Pearce, 2005; O’Brien et al., 2010). Thus, this study focuses on identification possible prevention and preparedness mechanism within prone urban heritage sites using collective design which involves local community to identify their evacuation route. A participative process applied in this research combined with spatial and temporal approach using Participatory Geographic Information System.

The research employ quantitative and qualitative method to attain objectives (Figure 3). The research initially plan three sessions of forum group discussion to collect data, verify data and disseminate data.

**Goal 1. Identify community perception towards disaster preparedness in research area.** As this research aims to reveal community perception towards disaster preparedness, thus the research try to explore from any information, visualization, communication and participation related to hazard, vulnerability and risk. Hereafter, derived from these guidelines, the research analyzes which activities considers as preparedness.

The research invites representatives in two villages (dusun Bodon and dusun Sayangan), at Desa Jagalan, Kelurahan Jagalan, Kecamatan Banguntapan, Bantul – Yogyakarta, as the target group for participative process. In early stages – FGD 1 – the research collects participative understanding towards existing potential hazard, vulnerable groups and evacuation routes using map as a media for them to draw (Participatory Geographic Information System).

![Figure 3. Research Flow](image)
The participatory results provide input for FGD 2 to verify. As FGD 3 involves participants from FGD 1 & 2, and the main objective of FGD 3 is to disseminate research result to all participants.

Further analysis highlights which among information, visualization, communication and participation that have dominant preference in the community. The expected result is community based disaster preparedness profile in the research area.

**Goal 2. Mapping evacuation route for preparedness in the research area.** Forum group discussion (FGD) involves several key person and local stakeholder. In order to attain second objective, this research provides several copies of thematic map with high resolution images, and explore target group to identify these following indicators, i.e. location, street width, wall height, infrastructure, route, impacted building, impacted group and temporary shelter. The research also prepare thematic map based upon high resolution image to help participatory mapping activity.

This unit of analysis of the research is hamlet or Desa. Desa Jagalan consists of two smaller administrative units called dusun, namely dusun Sayangan (12.8 Ha) dan dusun Bodon (13.9 Ha). Desa Jagalan is located within Sub District Banguntapan, Bantul District – neighboring Sub District Kotagede, Yogyakarta City. Additionally, Desa Jagalan also poses a very strong urbanized characteristics. High resolution satellite imagery has indicated that nearly 83% out of total area within two dusun are predominantly for dwelling units (settlement), 4.5% are heritage sites, and 12.6% are open space for seasonal garden. Given such dense built up environment, the research area provides very unique architectural setting which then specify their strategy to accommodate disaster occurrences.

Demographic setting in the research area indicates that children and elderly are predominant group, which increases their vulnerability potential. Population density within this area is approaching 130 lives/km², whereas their occupation are predominantly in services and home industries (steel, puppet, silver and traditional food). This sector were also collapsed during last 2006 earthquake, which then improved using small scale entrepreneur financial supports.

Given with such large demographic setting, this research design series FGDs with targeted participant. The participant has invited of more than 40 respondents representing following social structure (Table 2).

During FGDs, each respondents is divided into two groups to represent geographical area, dusun Bodon and dusun Sayangan. To ensure research consistency, the following series of FGD also involves the same participant. Participant have to verify preliminary research finding during second round FGD. The research also designs to add more information during second round of FGD by inviting more participant from local board of disaster management, local tourism agency and local heritage site protection and preservation agency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Sayangan</th>
<th>Bodon</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0 - 14</td>
<td>403</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>15 - 24</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>25 - 49</td>
<td>698</td>
<td>553</td>
<td>1,251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>&gt; 50</td>
<td>479</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1,932</td>
<td>1,540</td>
<td>3,472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Presentase (%)</td>
<td>55.64</td>
<td>44.36</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local Government</th>
<th>Local Non Government</th>
<th>Organization Civil Society</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sub District Representation</td>
<td>NGO Kantil</td>
<td>School Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamlet Representation</td>
<td>NGO Joglo</td>
<td>Mosque Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighbouring Unit Representation (RT)</td>
<td>Diffable Group</td>
<td>Market Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police Officer</td>
<td>Housewife Group (PKK)</td>
<td>Community Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Security Officer</td>
<td>Youth Group (Karang Taruna)</td>
<td>Traditional House Officer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Results and Discussion

The preliminary observation has revealed that the research area has several strong points. First, local community have carried out similar activity – participatory mapping – via Green Mapping Activity and Community Settlement Plan (CSP) conducted by Local Government of Bantul and Rekompak – Jogja Reconstruction Fund. First, derived from the experience of “Green Mapping Activity”, local stakeholder have experienced in determining heritage sites in their area (Figure 4). This simplifies the argument that “the more the merrier”, the more experience they have in participatory mapping activities, the merrier it would be. The idea to visualize information is very clear for them.

Figure 4. Green map Kotagede (Figure not to scale). This figure is a participatory map resulted from previous activity program entitled JelajahPusakaKotagede, organized by The Youth Sprint of Jogja Heritage Society in collaboration with Green Map Community Yogyakarta and Kanthil Yogyakarta. The information depicted within this map is identification towards several tourism destinations surrounding Kotagede. There are proximately 21 tourism destinations within this area which has specific icon.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Disaster</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Impacted (household)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Flood</td>
<td>Bodon (RW 4/RT 6, 9, 10, 11)</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>54 Households</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Earthquake</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>50 year</td>
<td>1,024 Households</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1,024 Households</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Inundation</td>
<td>Bodon RT 1Sayangan (RT 6, RT 8)</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>30 Households</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Landslide</td>
<td>Bodon RW 5/ RT 9, RT 10, RT 11</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>21 Households</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Disaster risk participatory data base
Second, CSP Programe also made it possible for the local community to experience participatory mapping in determining heritage zonation and open green space area (Figure 5). The community understand very well how to read legend and how to use the map. As depicted in figure 5 that the blue lines indicated potential area inundated by flood, red dot indicates fire potential, while black lines indicated landslide potential and red lines indicated dengue fever potential. Additionally, they had also make sort of participatory database to indicate disaster risk potential (Table 3). The main idea to get commitment from community during planning process also not a brand new concept for them. Their experience surely adds stronger hypothesis that the community are willing to be involved during information process and to be committed during information dissemination. An interesting point from the previous work is that they also learn that hazard potential involves period or time span and impact level.

As the research area had equipped with hazard and risk information, thus FGD1 highlighted on identification towards elements at risk and vulnerable groups. Geared to CBDRR profile, this research reveals that strong social kinship helps local community to identify vulnerable groups and to point other element at risk within their area. Participants have also identified several important points, such as fire extinguisher location, also meeting points for temporary shelter in Kotagede area, such as area of mosque, or school, which makes possible as evacuation shelter area. The use of high resolution image helps participant in both groups to easily identify their vulnerable neighbour, indicated by age, economic background and last earthquake experience (Figure 6). The following figure is a participatory mapping which indicates divisible group (red), physical trauma (blue), elderly (green) and paralyzed group (brown). In more general, the research also documents community ability to identify risk area towards earthquake (light pink) and fire (red) based upon previous experience (Figure 7). They have really clear idea of previous impact occurred within their area, since most of them also involved during rehabilitation and reconstruction process.

**Figure 5.** Participatory mapping in the research area. (a) Participatory mapping for hazard probability. Kotagede area has several hazard potential as noted within this map, i.e. fire, flood, landslide, and disease outbreak. Among three sub district, Umbulharjo, Banguntapan and Kotagede suffers the most frequent hazard from fire and flood. This participatory mapping is not indicating any potential earthquake hazard yet. (b) Participatory mapping for heritage sites. The structure of the area is divided into three zones, such as core zone (light orange), buffer zone (light green), and cultivation/developing zone (light red). The core zone and buffer zone is located in Sub District Kotagede, Yogyakarta, while cultivation/developing zone is located in Sub District Banguntapan, Bantul. (c) Participatory mapping for green space. Some indication for meeting point for evacuation has been carried out by this map. (Figure is not yet to scale).
Figure 6. Vulnerable Group in Kotagede Area (Figure not to scale). The forum group discussion able to identify a very usefull information about whom are vulnerable groups in their surrounding, i.e. diffable group (red), physiological trauma (blue), elderly (green) and paralyzed group (brown). They are fully aware of their existence, thereby this houses is indicated as vulnerable element.

Figure 7. Risk identification towards earthquake (light pink) and fire (red) (Figure not to scale). These houses were documented from their memories as impacted houses from last earthquake occurrences.
Unfortunately, the existing fire extinguisher have not yet adequate to cover whole research area. Participants from dusun Sayangan have more access to fire extinguisher, whilst participants from dusun Bodon have no information about fire extinguisher. This off course, triggers more challenge in the future to deal with fire hazard in both dusun. Based upon previous evacuation experiences and actual street condition (street width, wall height, and accessibility), participant also able to determine effective evacuation route for their area (Figure 8). There are two possible evacuation routes, through northern route or southern route. Northern route provide more access to open spaces, while southern route provides smaller space to move onwards since it ended through riverbank. Unfortunately, the research area has not yet provide any mitigation or preparedness signs within tourism destinations sites. In fact, this revealing finding exhibit that the research area yet promote sustainable urban heritage, however local stakeholder awareness has somehow highlights their potential social and cultural capital which ensures their future security towards any sudden disturbance such as disaster.

Lets take a look at Kyoto, as a sister city of Yogyakarta through “Sister City Development Program” – a form of twin towns or sister cities with cooperative agreements between towns, cities, and even counties within geographically and politically distinct areas to promote cultural and commercial ties. The concept of twinning was originally intended to foster friendship and understanding between different cultures and between former foes, as an act of peace and reconciliation, and to encourage tourism. Included within the concept is a platform for cities and regions from all over the world to exchange experiences and know-how to assist them in applying more and better-targeted cooperation. Kyoto Prefecture has been hosting a wood conservation-training program for its sister city Yogyakarta, Indonesia since 1999. Meanwhile the cooperation between Kyoto and Yogyakarta as sister cities has been lasted since 1985, and the two cities have also cooperated in restoring the Yogyakarta Royal Palace (Kraton) located near the UNESCO World Heritage Site of Borobudur. The Indonesian authorities reached out to its sister city Kyoto for aid in conserving the wooden Royal Palace. Derived from this concern, joint university to university learning program, both parties agreed to focus upon existence of wooden house – as part of conserved traditional houses – which likely prone to earthquake and fire hazard.

---

**Figure 8.** Fire extinguisher location in Dusun Sayangan. The information about fire extinguisher from Dusun Bodon is very limited, the participant barely recalled any fire extinguisher at their area. Henceforth, this become a very crucial issue for the research area.(Figure not to scale)
Hereafter, Kotagede indicates slightly different experience from Kyoto. Kyoto experiences very structured planning towards local preparedness strategy (Ahn, Tsukaguchi, Ogawa, & Tanaka, 2011). Local signs has been established and followed with local participation. Kotagede have established CBDRR through many CSR activities – provided by NGOs (Non Government Organization), academics, media, etc.

As argued earlier, the existence of traditional houses, and other heritage sites are particularly exclusive apart from any community action. The research area presents explicit example, that tourist activities are somewhat yet highlighted within any CBDRR action. Participatory map making generally targeted local community as end user, without emphasizing to potential tourist as map user as well. Community board, religious meeting, and or street sign provide information merely to local community. There are only few information to tourists related with map and traditional house description which exhibit along main street.

Kyoto in the other hand, presents quite similar stories in terms of dwelling characteristics. Its rapid neighbourhood area, which predominantly made by bricks, wood and constructed using traditional structures shares similar vulnerability level with Yogyakarta. However, their participatory map making is somewhat integrated within local government initiatives, which then involved active participation from local community. Currently, Kyoto has exhibited numerous mapping scale unit, down into very detail scale. Meanwhile, Yogyakarta has just initiated to use high satellite imagery for detailed use, but not to consider very detail building characteristics as in Kyoto. Henceforth, further research challenge for Yogyakarta is to delineate detailed evacuation mechanism using very sensitive building characteristics. The availability of local knowledge to inform, to visualize, to communicate and to participate within such detailed scope make possible to increase better and sustainable urban heritage protection. An addition point for further research is to combine disaster risk information for tourist guide.

In summary, the know-how technology of CSR and CBDRM praxis in Kyoto and Yogyakarta, arguably influenced by different stakeholder, geographic characteristic and infrastructure availability in both areas. Yogyakarta has not yet establish its integration between local dweller and tourist in terms of information dissemination. For further research, it is important to allocate integrative information that can be use both by local dweller and tourist at once. This research recommends evaluation and monitoring towards CSR activities regularly, therefore the sustainability of the program is assured.

![Evacuation routes at research area, comprises from two routes, northern route and southern route (Figure not to scale).](image-url)
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